We propose a subwavelength waveguide composed of two parallel nanorod chains. Based on the finite-difference time-domain analysis, we find that the electromagnetic energy can be highly confined in the gaps of nanorod pairs and transported in the gap waveguide through strong magnetic coupling interaction between neighboring nanorod pairs. In a structure with the rod length of 500 nm and the gap size of 100 nm, the energy flow cross section of the propagation mode can be restricted to the size of /33ϫ/ 16 at the frequency of 130.0 THz. The corresponding attenuation length of energy propagation reaches 7.2. Moreover, these propagation modes exhibit a broad continuous frequency band from zero up to a cutoff frequency c ϳ 162.6 THz. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. ͓DOI: 10.1063/1.2790786͔
Owing to the strong coupling between light and nanoparticles, the EM energy can be converted into oscillatory electron motions in nanoparticles. In one-dimensional metal nanoparticle chains resonant excitation results in the transporting of EM energy along the chains, but there is a high heating loss due to tight confinement of the mode to subwavelength scale. Although the two-dimensional metal nanoparticle square lattice with a lateral grading in nanoparticle size shows reduced heating loss, EM energy is localized in one dimension within a subwavelength region. 4, 5 In the nanoparticle chain waveguide, the EM energy would be transported in a relatively narrow frequency band surrounding the resonance frequency. However, it has been reported that in a magnetic resonator chain, 6 energy transportation can be realized in a broad frequency range from zero up to a cutoff frequency c .
Recently, a lot of attention has also been focused on the plasmon of metal rods or wires in nanoscale for their potential applications. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] It is well known that in a metal nanoparticle chain, light strongly couples with particles and the absorption cross section can be far exceeding the nanoparticle size, which leads to energy transportation along the chain, like a waveguide. If the nanoparticle is extended into a nanorod and two metal nanorods are aligned along a common axis with a small gap in between, the field can be drastically enhanced in the gap because of localized charges at the ends of the rods induced by the strong coupling. 15 When pairs of coupled nanorods are closely arrayed in the direction perpendicular to the nanorod axis, these gaps form a linear gap chain, as shown in Fig. 1 . The chain is actually a subwavelength waveguide along which EM energy can be transported with low loss. In addition, it is noticed that this waveguide has a wide frequency band from zero up to a cutoff frequency. An attenuation length of about 7.2 can be achieved in the configuration with the light confined to lateral and transverse dimensions of about / 33 and / 16.
The waveguide system shown in Fig. 1 is in a vacuum environment. The dimensions of each metal rod are 50 ϫ 50ϫ 500 nm 3 . The gap between the ends of the rod chains, i.e., the width ͑w͒ of the gap, is 100 nm. The interval between two parallel adjacent rods ͑i͒ is 150 nm. As mentioned above, the charges congregate at the rod ends under the excitation of light, which couples the light energy into the gap waveguide. As a consequence, the energy can be transported through the gap waveguide along the arrow in the x direction. Because the cross section of the energy flow confined between rod ends of each pair is relatively small ͑with high energy density and small mode size͒, the interval must be sufficiently small so that the neighboring rod pairs in the x direction can couple to each other and the energy can be transported along the gap waveguide. Increasing the size of the intervals will decrease the coupling strength as well as the energy flow. If the interval is large enough, for example, 800 nm, each pair of rod will resonate separately with very a͒ Electronic mail: zhusn@nju.edu.cn weak coupling between adjacent rod pairs; little energy can be propagated in this structure.
In our simulations, the system is excited by two identical dipole sources shown with two red arrows along the z axis ͑see Fig. 1͒ , which are placed at a distance of 200 nm from the first rod pair in the x direction. The length of dipoles is equivalent to that of the nanorods. As each rod can be approximated as a dipole, the dipole sources are equivalent to a special pair of rods. In this case, the coupling between the sources and the first rod pair is similar to that between any nearby pairs of rods in the waveguide. Therefore, the EM energy can be easily coupled into and transported in the structure.
To study the EM energy transportation in a gap waveguide by the resonance of the nanorods, we perform a set of finite-difference time-domain ͑FDTD͒ calculations using a commercial software package CST MICROWAVE STUDIO ͑Computer Simulation Technology GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany͒. In the calculations, we rely on the Drude model to characterize the bulk metal properties. Namely, the metal permittivity in the infrared spectral range is given by =1− p 2 / ͑ 2 + i␥͒, where p is the bulk plasma frequency and ␥ is the relaxation rate. For gold, 20 the characteristic frequencies fitted to experimental data are p = 1.37ϫ 10 16 s −1 and ␥ = 4.08ϫ 10 13 s −1 . In the simulations, we employed a probe to detect the magnitude of magnetic ͑H͒ field between rods in systems with 2 rod pairs, 10 rod pairs, and 50 rod pairs arrayed in the x direction. The probe is always placed between the first two rod pairs in the three cases. The magnitude of local magnetic field ͉H y ͉ vs frequency is shown in Fig. 2 , from which we can determine the resonance modes of the gap waveguide. Firstly, we investigated the electromagnetic response of a two-rod pair structure, as shown in the dashed rectangular frame in Fig. 1 . The amplitude ͉H y ͉ is greatly enhanced at 160.0 THz ͑black curve in Fig. 2͒ , indicating that strong magnetic resonance has taken place at this frequency. In the rod array, each pair of neighboring rods, which forms an equivalent LC circuit, can be regarded as a magnetic resonator. As has been reported in Ref. 6 , magnetic resonance mode will split into two nondegenerate modes in two closely placed magnetic resonators. Herein, in the multirod waveguide, due to strong coupling among these rod-pair resonators, the eigenmode splits into more resonance modes. These modes correspond to the burrs of ͉H y ͉ spectra in Fig. 2 . The dashed and dotted curves represent the detected local magnetic field between the first two rod pairs in systems with 10 and 50 rod pairs in the x direction, respectively. Obviously, as the rod number increases in the system, more resonance modes will appear, which are shown as burrs on the left side of the spectra peak. Note that all split resonance modes appear below a cutoff frequency ͑about 162.6 THz͒ c which is slightly higher than the eigenfrequency of 160.0 THz. If an infinite number of rods are placed along the x direction, there would exist infinite resonance modes in a broad frequency band below the cutoff frequency, which indicates that the energy can be transported in the gap waveguide in the whole frequency band ͓0, c ͔. Above the cutoff frequency, there is no resonance mode although the magnetic field is enhanced. In other words, no energy can propagate in the gap waveguide when Ͼ c .
To investigate how the energy is transported in this waveguide, we utilized two identical dipole sources placed at a distance of 200 nm from the left side of the waveguide to excite the resonance modes. The simulated model structure contains 50 rod pairs along the x direction with a 100 nm gap in between the two chains. We assign open boundary conditions in the three dimensions, x, y, and z, which mimic the actual environment in real experiments. The background of the waveguide is vacuum. If the nanorods are deposited on a dielectric substrate, the eigenfrequency and cutoff frequency would have slight redshift. Figure 3͑a͒ shows the intensity distribution of the electric ͑E͒ field of the waveguide at the frequency of 130.0 THz which is lower than the cutoff frequency. As expected, the main part of the input power of the dipole source is coupled into the gap waveguide; only a small part of energy flows along the other ends of the rod arrays. In the z direction, the energy is confined to the gaps between the rod ends, which can be transported below the diffraction limit with low loss. In order to see the confinement of the energy in the z direction more clearly, we calculated the distribution of the E field intensity along a straight line at a distance of x =3 m from 
FIG. 3. ͑Color online͒ ͑a͒
The intensity of E field in the waveguide in the x-z plane at a frequency of 130.0 THz. ͑b͒ and ͑c͒ show distribution of E field intensity along lines at x = 3000 nm and waveguide axis, respectively. ͑d͒ The intensity of E filed in the cross section of the waveguide in the y-z plane at a distance of 3000 nm from the left side of the waveguide. ͑e͒ The intensity of E field along the horizontal black line in Fig. 3͑d͒. the front of the waveguide, as shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ . The energy is confined in a scale of 70 nm in the z direction. Compared to the single nanorod chain case, the field between the rod ends in the two coupled nanorod chains is greatly enhanced. 15 The structure also allows the enhancement of nonlinear light interactions for nonlinear host materials.
The attenuation length can be calculated from the intensity distribution of the E field along the gap waveguide axis in the x direction. At the frequency of 130.0 THz, the attenuation length is about 16.6 m ͑7.2͒. The absolute value of attenuation length is comparable to that ͑15.4 m, 3.7͒ reported in Ref. 6 at 73 THz. However, in the waveguide proposed in this paper the energy transportation can be realized at a much higher frequency and in a much smaller scale below the diffraction limit.
Besides the confinement of the energy in the z direction, the structure can also highly restrict the energy in the y direction. As a result, the energy is confined in two dimensions of the gap waveguide. Figure 3͑d͒ shows the intensity distribution of the E field in the waveguide in the y-z cross section. Along the black straight line in Fig. 3͑d͒ , the intensity distribution of E field along the y direction is presented in Fig. 3͑e͒ . From the intensity of E field in Figs. 3͑b͒ and 3͑e͒ , the transverse mode size of the waveguide can be determined to be 70ϫ 145 nm 2 ͑ /33ϫ/16͒. Note that the transverse mode size is directly related to the gap size between rod ends. If the two rod chains are arrayed closer, for example, 50 nm, the transverse mode size can reach 40 nm. However, most of the energy will be squeezed into the rod ends if the gap between rod ends is extremely small, say around 10 nm, which would produce very large loss.
The cutoff frequency of the waveguide increases with decreasing rod length l. Figure 4 shows the dispersion relation calculated by FDTD simulation method for EM waves propagating in a waveguide system with 50 rod pairs in the x direction. The Drude model is employed to fit the characteristics of the gold. In our simulation, the E field distribution in the waveguide is analyzed to determine the wavevector of the propagation mode. With increasing wave vector k, the frequency approaches a constant and the slope of the curve decreases, which indicates a decrease of the group velocity of the EM wave. This dispersion relation closely resembles the behavior of surface plasmon polaritons ͑SPPs͒ and spoof SPPs ͑Ref. 21͒ propagating along metal wires and corrugated metal wires at optical and terahertz frequencies, respectively. The upper limit of the frequency band can be tuned by changing the rod length. For a gap of 100 nm between rod ends, the cutoff frequency will increase from 140 to 235 THz when the rod length decreases from 600 to 300 nm. Based on the experimental date 20 of the metal parameters in the frequency range where the Drude model cannot be applied, energy transportation in this gap waveguide can even be realized at visible frequencies when the rod length is reduced to 100 nm.
In conclusion, we have proposed a type of subwavelength gap waveguide that can be used to transport energy below the diffraction limit in a broad frequency band. The energy can be highly confined in subwavelength regions of / 33 and / 16 in the propagation cross section at the frequency of 130.0 THz. This configuration can be easily tuned to realize energy transportation at a much higher frequency range by decreasing the size of the rods. This simple structure has the capability to produce very high intensity E field in the gap waveguide, which has potential applications in biosensing and in-plane transmission of EM energy for subwavelength integrated optical devices. 
